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Let p denote an odd prime integer and let y = pP where f is a positive 
integer. Let FJK) (=F,(y)) denote the finite simple Chevalley group of type 
(F4) over a field K of y elements. Then F,(K) has two conjugacy classes of 
involutions (cf., [S, Section 91). 
Let D denote an automorphism of K. Then 0 induces an automorphism of 
F,(K) (cf., [ll, Section lo]). In fact, <G>, the cyclic subgroup of Aut(K) 
generated by 0, acts faithfully on F,(K) and one may form the natural 
semidirect product /<G> F,(K). If 0 is an odd ordered automorphism of K, 
then G centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of F,(K) and <o>F4(K) is an odd 
ordered extension of ii;(K) with trivial 2-core. In fact, any odd ordered 
extension of F,(K) with trivial 2-core is of this form (cf., 111, Section lo]), 
Let t be an involution in the center of a Sylow 2-subgr0u.p of F,(K) that 
is centralized by the odd ordered automorphism 0 of K. Then the centralizer 
C(t) of t in fcr\Fa(K) is a semidirect product ,<cr>U where %? denotes the 
centralizer of t in F,(K) and C(t) has trivial 2-core. Moreover, ?? contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of ,<:a) F%(K) and %? is isomorphic to Spin(9, K) (the 
universal Chevalley group associated with a root system of type (B,) over the 
field K). 
We shall prove the following result: 
THEOREM. Let G be a Jinite group with an imolution t z&ore centralizer 
C,(t) in G is such that: 
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(a) O(Co(t)) = {I} and 
(b) Co(t) has a normal subgroup $3 of odd index p such that 
5 s Spin(2n + 1, K) fey some positive integer n > 2 and some finite jield 
K of odd characteristic (here Spin(2n + 1, K) denotes the universal Chevalley 
group associated with a root system of type (B,) over the jield K). 
Then either 
(i) G = O(G) Cc(t) OY 
(ii) n = 4 and G g (u> F,(K) where (T is an automorphism of Fa(K) 
of order p induced by an automorphism of order p of the jield K. 
Inparticular, when p = 1, we obtain a characterization of F,(K). 
The proof of the theorem follows a fairly standard pattern. In Section 1, 
we describe the construction and various properties of Spin(2n + 1, K) 
for n 3 2. Then, in Section 2, we study the fusion of involutions and we 
show that if Condition (i) of the theorem does not hold, then n = 4 and G 
has two conjugacy classes of involutions. This section closes with the 
construction of the Weyl group of the (B, N)-pair to be constructed in 
Section 4. In Section 3, we determine the structure of the centralizer of an 
involution not conjugate in G to t. In Section 4, we construct a (B, N)-pair 
and quote the proof of [3, Theorem C] to show that G contains a subgroup 
G1 s F,(K). Then a standard argument implies that G satisfies Condition (ii) 
of the theorem. 
Our notation is fairly standard and tends to follow that of [7]. In particular, 
if K is a field, then K+ will denote the additive group of K and KX will 
denote the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of K. 
Let X denote a finite group. If A and B are subsets of X and x E X are 
such that A” = x-l/lx = B, then we shall write x: A -+ B. Moreover, if 
x:A-tBandx:B~A,weshallwritex:AoB.Ifa,b~X,thenweshall 
write a N b if there is an x E X such that x: a + b. Finally, if A is a subset 
of X, then 4(A) will denote the set of involutions of A. 
1. SOME PROPERTIES OF SPIN GROUPS 
Let n denote an integer such that n > 2 and let V denote a real Euclidean 
vector space of dimension n with positive definite scalar product (., .) and 
orthonormal basis {cl , ~a ,..., E,]. As in [l], a root system d, of type (B,) 
consists of the 2n” roots: 
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Also 23 = (aI = Ed - Ed , 01~ = c2 - cg ,..., 01,-~ = E,-~ - 6% , 01, = E,> is a 
system of fundamental roots or base for this root system d, . Relative to 
this base, the positive roots d,+ of d, are: 
The set of negative roots d,- = {-u j v E A,+> and d,, = A,+ u A,-. 
As in [l], for z1r E V and 0 # v, E V, we write 
Then if sr , s, E A, , we have (sr , s& E 2 and we call <sr , sz> a Cartan 
integer. The IZ x n integral matrix with (;, j) entry equal to (CQ , a;> for all 
1 < i, j < 72 is called the Cartan matrix, This matrix is given on [I, p. 2531. 
For 0 # z E Y, define ~5~ : V---f V bv 
iqv) = v - (v, z)z for all z, E V. 
Then 5; is an orthogonal transformation called the reflection associated 
to x. 
Set 
FV = {ZZ,, / s E 0,). 
Then tp is called the Weyl group of d, and we have 
and 
?5,(A,) = A, for all SGA,. 
Also kv has subgroups kpr , L’, such that #A 4 I%‘, @ = IpIwz 1 
@r n @‘s = (I}, i%‘z is elementary abelian of order 2”, lp, operates on V by 
sending ei ++ (&l) ci for all 1 < i < n and where I%71 is the symmetric 
group on {Q , Ed ,..., c,>. 
For an arbitrary finite field K, there exists a K-vector space M and 
elements x,(K) E GL(M, K) for each s E d, and each K E K such that we may 
take 
Spin(2n+l,K)-(x,(K)jsEB,,KEKj 
481/30/1213-33 
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(cf., [I 1, Section 31) and such that if we set 
w,(K) = x,(k) ~-~(--lz-~) x#) and 
k,(k) = w,(k) eu,(l)-l for each s E A, and each K E KX, 
us = 41) for each s E A, , 
X(s) = (x,(k) 1 k E K) for each s E A,, 
and 
L(s) = (X(s), X(--s)) forany SEA,, 
then, for any Y, s E A,, we have 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
coo82 = h,(-1), U-5) 
L(s) s SL(2, K) and -w(4) = m--lb U-6) 
%(k,) %(h) = x,(k, + b), (l-7) 
for any AI , K, E K, and the map ti H x,(k) is an isomorphism of K+ onto 
X(s), for any k, , k, E K, if r + s f 0, then 
r,(k,) q(k,) x,(k,)-1 xs(k,)-l = JJ XiT+js(Cijklikg$ (1.8) 
where the product on the right is taken over {ir + js E A, 1 i, j are positive 
integers} arranged in some fixed order, and where the cij are integers that 
depend only on Y, s and on the chosen ordering but not on k, or k, , 
w,x,(k) coil = ~qdck), (l-9) 
where c = *l is as in [ll, Lemma 19(a)] for all k E K, 
4G4 Cl = ~q,.,(k) for all k E KX, (1.10) 
h,(k,) xT(k2) ks(kJ1 = x,.(k;r3S’ k,) (1.11) 
for all k, E KX, k, E K, and 
Ukd Uk,) = k@,kJ for all k, , k, E Kx (1.12) 
and the map k t+ &(k) is an isomorphism of KX onto (h,(k) ( k E: Kx). 
Let 
4=IKL (1.13) 
so that 
q = Pf, (1.14) 
where p is a prime integer and f is a positive integer. 
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Set 
H, = (h,(k) 1 k E KX) 
for each s E A, and H = \‘H, / s E A,>. 
For convenience, if ai E 357 for 1 < i < n, we set 
(1.15) 
Wi = Wmi ) h,(k) = koli(k) 
for k E I0 and Hi = HEi . Then, we also have 
H is abelian of order (4 - 1)” and 
(1.16) 
H = Hl x H2 x ... x H, , 
(H,w,(k)IkEK,sEA,) =(H,wiil <i<nn) 
and is the normalizer of H in Spin(2n + 1, K), 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
and 
the centralizer of H in Spin(2n + 1, K) is H itself (1.19) 
the map ws +-F w,H for each s E A, induces an isomorphism of 
the Weyl group l@ onto (H, ws / s E A,)/H. (1.20) 
Let K be an arbitrary subfield of K and for each s E A, , set 
Then 
E(s) = (x,(k) 1 k E E) and g = (Z(s) 1 s E A,>. 
and 
g is a subgroup of Spin(2n + 1, K), 
9 E Spin(2n + 1, K) 
(k,(k), ws ( s E A, and k E K;> C g. (1.21) 
We shall require the following facts about the group Aut(Spin(4B, K)) 
with fz > 2 and j I< [ odd (cf., [ll, Section lo]). 
Let A = Aut(Spin(4rz, K)), let 23 = Inn(Spin(4n, Kj) and let C denote 
the cyclic subgroup of A of order log,(/ K 1) induced by -kit(K) and set 
A = A/B. Then 
cz c, (1.22) 
if ?z > 2, then A = x x ci, (1.23) 
where X is a dihedral group of order 8, 
if Ii = 2, then A=XxC, (1.24) 
w-here X r A’4 , the symmetric group on four symbols. 
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In both cases x is generated by the images in ?i of the group of “diagonal 
automorphisms” and the group of “graph automorphisms” of Spin(4n, K). 
In both cases, the image in 2 of the group of “diagonal automorphisms” 
forms a normal 4-subgroup of X that is complemented in x by the image in 2 
of the group of “graph automorphisms.” 
2. THE FUSION OF INVOLUTIONS IN G 
From now on, we assume that G is a finite group satisfying the hypotheses 
of the theorem. In particular, from now on, we assume that K is a finite field 
of odd characteristic p. 
We shall also assume: 
G f O(G) Cc(t). (2.1) 
Thus it remains to prove that Condition (ii) of the theorem holds. 
First, suppose that n = 2 and observe that Spin(5, K) g Sp(4, K), 
so that & g Sp(4, K) where Z($) = (t). Let T denote a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of 5. Then T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cc(t). Since Z(T) = (t} 
(cf., [13, proof of Lemma 2.31) it follows that T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Then [13, Lemma 2.31 yields a contradiction to (2.1). 
Next suppose that n = 3. Then [lo, Theorem 3.41 implies that t E Z*(G), 
whence G = O(G) C,(t) and again we contradict (2.1). 
Thus for the remainder of this paper, we assume that n 3 4. 
Clearly we have the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. 02’(&(t)) = jj. 
Noting that Z(5) = (t), the proof of [7, Lemma I.51 yields the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Co($) = (t). 
We shall now fix an isomorphism 
‘p: Spin(2n -+ 1, K) + !$ 
Utilizing the structure of Aut(Spin(2fz + 1, K)) (cf., [II, Section IO]), 
the action of Aut(K) on Spin(2n + 1, K) and the proof of [7, Lemma 1.61, 
we obtain the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. There exists a cyclic subgrouj 5!l of C,(t) of order p and a 
molzomorphim p: 9f + Aut(K) such that 
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(i) if a E ‘Lc and y E Spin(2n + 1, K), then 
dYP = Pwa9~ 
and 
(ii) Co(t) = qjn,I and $j n %!f = (I). 
COROLLARY 2.3.1. If q = 3, then 2l = (1) and C,(t) = $. 
For convenience, me shall suppress the isomorphism y and we will identify 
$3 with Spin(2n + 1, K). Th us we shall assume that 5 = Spin(2n + l> K) 
is as defined in Section 1. Then, the fact that Z(5) = it> yields: 
t = l&(-l). (24 
LEMMA 2.4. If T E 9(&(t)) and 7 + t, then there exists a 2-element 
0 E 5 such that 8: 7 +-+ Tt. 
Proof. Clearly T E !?J and, since char(K) is odd, T is conjugate in !$ to an 
involution of H (cf., [8, Section 71). Consequently we may assume that 7 E H, 
Thus T has form 7 = hil(-1) k,?(-1) ... hiJ-1) te where Y > I, e E (0, l> 
and1~i,<i,<~~~<i.,.~n-l.Letv=~~~~+1~j.Then6=w,~ 
is the required 2-element. 
Applying [8, Sections 7 and 81, we may determine a set of representatives 
for the distinct conjugacy classes of involutions in 5 and their centralizers 
in !?j. We conclude 
sj contains [(n/2)] + 1 conjugacy classes of involutions 
3, = it, 1, 91 ,.-a, R[n,e~ which can be indexed such that if 
7 E J$ with 1 < j < [(n/2)], then 02(C5(7)) is isomorphic to the 
central product Spin(4j, K) * Spin(2(n - 2j) + 1, K), where 
Spin(4, K) g SL(2, K) x X(2, K), Spin(3, K) g SL(2, K) and 
Spin(1, K) = (1:. (2.3) 
Moreover, we have the following. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let T E Y(&(t)) = $(sj) with 7 # t and set D = {t, T>. 
Then the following three conditions hold: 
(i) if q > 3, then O”‘(C,(D)) = C,(T) and ;f q = 3, then C,(D) = 
Cd4 ; 
(ii) esactZy one of the following three conditions hold: 
(1) the 2-layer if C,( ) 7 con ains a unique component (cf., [5]) J such t 
that Z(J) = (t> and either J s Spin(2j + 1, K) for some integer 2 < j < n 
or T G SL(2, K) and q > 3. 
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(2) q = 3, 02(02(Crj(~)) is a pzternion group of order 8 with 
z(02(oz(C&>N> = (0, 
(3) n is even, C,=,(T) g Spin(2q K) and Z(C,(T)) = D; 
(iii) ;f or E Y(Co(t)) = 9(Js) with t fr T-~ + T in $3, then C,(T) g 
CdT1)- 
We can now prove the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. n = 4 and there exists an involution 7 in 5 with T # t such 
that T N t in G and Cub z Spin@, K). Moreover 7 N hl(- 1) hs(-1) in Js. 
Proof. By (2.1) and [14, (2B)], th ere exists an involution 7 in 5 such that 
7 # t and 7 N t in G. Applying Lemma 2.4, we conclude that there is a 
2-element 0i in Cc(~) such that 0, : t t, t-r. Setting D = (t, T), we conclude 
that N,(D) induces the full symmetric group & on D# = {t, 7, tT} under 
conjugation. Thus there exists a 3-element y E N,(D) such that y is transitive 
on Ds. Since y normalizes C,(D), Lemma 2.5(ii) implies that n is even, 
C$(T) E Spin(2n, K) and Z(Ca(7)) = D. 
From [8, Sections 7 and 81, conjugacy in $ implies that we may assume 
that T = h,(-I) h,(-I) ..* h,-J-1). Then [T, a] = (1) and C,(D) = c~j(T)% 
where 
C~(T) = (X(s)1 s E d, A (ngZai + Z2a,)) g Spin(2n, K). 
ia 
Clearly 0(&(D)) = (1). Since Z(Cg(‘r)) = D, the proof of [7, Lemma 1.51 
yields &(C~(T)) = D. Also C,(T) = O*‘(&(D)) 4 N,(D); hence N,(D)/D 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(C5(r)) that contains hn(Cg(T)). Note 
that (N,(D)/D)/(C~(T)/D) E N,(D)/CS(T) and that N,(D)/C~(T) has 
N,(D)/&(D) g zs as a homomorphic image. 
Suppose that n > 4. Then Aut(Spin(2q K))/Inn(Spin(2n, K)) has the 
property that every element of odd order is central (cf., (1.22) and (1.23)). 
Since N,(D)/&(D) s z$ does not have this property, we obtain a contra- 
diction. Thus n = 4 and the lemma follows. 
COROLLARY 2.6.1. O(G) = (1). 
Proof. Clearly 
O(G) = (O(G) n C,(6) 16 ED+> where D = <t, hl(-1) h3(-1)). 
But O(G) n C,(6) 2 O(C&)) = {l}, since 6 N t in G and 0(&(t)) = {I}, 
for each 6 E D#. 
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Consequently, we have 
Set 
n = 4. (2.4) 
and 
t, = h,(-lj hg(-l), D = lt, tl), 
v = IQ-l)t, A =A4, 
Then 
and 
& = C,(t,) = C%(D). 
HCijC&, 
(2.5j 
[t1,2q = pu,i!q == 1, C,(D) = C,(t,)% = @It, 
o’2’(CG(D)) = $J and C,(t, v) = C,(vpf. 
For convenience of notation, set 
Set 
a = El, 6 = .cp, c = Es and d = ea. 
and 
A@,) = (s E A 1 (s, s) = 2> 
cm 
(2.7) 
(24 
(2.9j 
A(u) = (+d, ic, d& - 4, iic + 4). 
From [8, Section 91, we conclude 
A(tJ is a root system of type (DJ with base 
(011,01p, a3,014* = c + d: 
and Dynkin diagram: 
% * 0 
o-o-o 
ffl m2 a3 
and Tj = C,(q) = (X(S) j s E A(Q) g Spin@, K), and 
A(v) is a root system of type (I&.) with base (0~~ , +> and Dynkin 
diagram 
aa o=(zo 013 _ 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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Set 
R = (X(s) j s Ed(W)>. 
Then 
R = S’(4, K), Z(R) = (0 
and all involutions of R - {t} are conjugate in R to ha(-1). 
We also have 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
[L(a + b), L(u - b)] = [L(a + 6) L(u - b), R] = {I} (2.14) 
and 
Z(L(a - 6)) = (a> and Z(L(u + 6)) = (v). (2.15) 
Let K denote a generator of the cyclic group K and q = 1 K 1 = pf 
where p is an odd prime integer and f is a positive integer. (2.16) 
Then we have 
C,(v) = L(u + b)L(u - 6)L(c + d)L(c - d) H2 c C&7) 
= L(u + b)L(u - 6) RH2, (2.17) 
where H, = <&(K)>, h,(K) $L(n + b)L(u - 6)R and 
h,(K)” EL(U + b)L(U - b)L(c + d)L(c - d) CL(u + b)L(u - 6)R. 
oB’(C@, v)) = C,(v), 02’(C&, g> = C&) (2.18) 
and 
and 
02(c$j(v)) = L(u + 6) L(u - 6)L(c + d)L(c - d) 
02(C&)) = L(u + b)L(u - 6)R. (2.19) 
We can now prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. (i) CG(t) bus three conjugacy classes of involutions with 
representatives t, t, and v; and 
(ii) t - t, + v in G. 
Boof. From [8, Sections 7 and 81 and the fact that C,(t,) $ Csj(v), 
we obtain (i). By Lemma 2.6, we have t N t, in G. Assume that v N t in G. 
Noting that 
Cd4 4 cj2 w, t1) and (t> = Z(R) char R char C,(V) char C&t, v), 
the argument of [14, (2A)] yields a contradiction, and the lemma follows. 
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LEMMA 2.8. Let S be a Sylozu 2-subgroup of 9. T&n S is a Sylozo 
2-subgroup of G and Z(S) is cyclic zuith Qn,(Z(S)) = (t>. 
Proof. Assume that (t, r) < Z(S) with 7 an involution not t. Clearly 
we may assume that 7 = t, or 7 = W. Then S < Cg(tl) or S < C,(V). 
However, the power of 2 appearing in the prime factorizations of 
I C5W = I Spin@, WI and I Cs(v)l = i SW, Jql” I SP(4, K)l 
are both less than / S / which is impossible. Thus Z(S) is cyclic and 
Q,(Z(S)) = <t). s ince S is clearly a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(t), this forces S 
to be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
COROLLARY 2.8.1. G has tzuo conjugacy classes of involutions represented 
by t and v. 
Since all involutions in H with the exception of t, t, and tt, are conjugate 
in s to v, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 2.8.2. c&(t) n H = D+ and D is strongly closed in H with 
respect to G. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(v). Then T is a Sybw 
2-subgroup of C,(v) and Z(T) = (t, v}. 
Proof. Noting that C,(V) n C,(L(a + 6)) = L(a - b)R 4 C,(v) and 
C%(v)/L(a - b)R g PGL(2, K), it follows that Z(T) C L(a + b) L(a - b)R. 
Then Z(T) _C Z(T n (L(a + b) L(a - b)R)) = it, v). Since (t, V> _C Z(T), 
it follows that Z(T) = (t, v). Finally cclc(t) n Z(T) = (t) and T is clearly 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(v, t). Thus T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(v). 
LEMMA 2.10. There exists an element y E N,(D) of order 3 such that 
(i) for each s EA(Q, X(s)Y = 3$(s)) where y denotes the unite 
linear automorphism of the root system A(t,) such that y: 01~ -+ c+ and y: 01~ --f 
Lx3 -+ CL** -+ 011 (cf., (2.10)); 
(ii) y:tI+t-+tt,-+tl; 
(iii) y E No(H) n No(g); 
(iv) [ y, ‘%j C H, and 
(3 Y 65 G(v)- 
Proof. Set N,(D) = No(D) In the proof of Lemma 2.6, we showed 
C,(C,(t,)) = D, $J = C,(t,) 4 No(D) and N,(D) acts faithfully by 
conjugation on 3 = C,(t,) as a group of automorphisms of 5 with 5 corre- 
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sponding to Inn(g). Here, % is cyclic of odd order p and acts as a group of 
“field automorphisms” on 3 = CB(t,) (= Spin@, K)). Thus (1.24) implies -_- - -- 
that C,(D)/C~(t,) = @i/B C Z(fV,(D)/~). -- -- 
Note that ‘$l s ?!i g 8%/g = C,(D)/C9(t,) is cyclic of order p and 
I~)/W s IV,(D)/C,(D) s &. Thus Nc(D)/g has a normal 2- 
complement of index 2; let Yr be its inverse image in No(D) so that 
C,(D) C Yr d N,(D), 1 N,(D)/Ii, 1 = 2 and ( Y,/Co(D)I = 3. From the 
- -. 
above, it follows that Y& IS abelian of odd order 3p. It now follows that 
N,(D) contains a normal subgroup Ys such that 3 C Ya 4 No(D) and 
Y&J g 2.a , Ys n C,(D) = 5 and N,(D) = C,(D) Ys . Let Y denote 
the unique normal subgroup of Ya of index 2 such that 5 = Csj(tJ C Ys . 
Then Y/g -= (N,(D)/g)’ and / Y/g 1 = 3. Comparing this with 
Out(Spin(8, K))’ = (Aut(Spin(8, K))/Inn(Spin@, K)))’ 
as described in (1.24) and using the fact that ZJ has exactly one conjugacy 
class of elements of order 3 and that the automorphism y of the root system 
Jt,) induces an element of order 3 in Out(Spin(8, K)), it follows that there 
exists an element y E Y - C,(t,) such that y3 E D and such that p induces 
an automorphism on 5 = C,(t,) = Spin(8, K), that corresponds to a 
(possibly trivial) “diagonal automorphism” of Spin(8, K) followed by the 
“graph automorphism” of Spin(8, K) induced by the automorphism y of 
the root system o(t,). Clearly y E Ai, - C,(D) and y3 E D so that y is 
transitive on D+. Thus y3 = 1 and (i) holds. Moreover, it is clear that (iii) 
holds. Since y: h,(-l) h3(-1) + h3(-1) A,&(-1) = t, (ii) holds. Since 
Z(L(a + b)) = (v> and a + b = 01~ + 201, + 01~ + OI~*, (v) holds. Now -- 
[y, ‘B] C Ya n C,(D) = C$(tr) so that [y, %] _C C,(t,) = 5. Also if a E ‘%, 
then [ 9, &] corresponds to a diagonal automorphism which is also an inner 
automorphism since C,(t,) = 5 corresponds to Inn(Ca(tJ). Hence 
[y, a] E H for all a E 2l and (iv) holds, thereby completing the proof of this 
lemma. 
From now on, let 
y denote an element of order 3 (2.20) 
as in the above lemma. 
From Corollary 2.8.2, we have 
COROLLARY 2.10.1. N,(H) = (Jf=, (N,(H) n C,(t)) yi, whew the union 
is disjoint. 
For simplicity of notation, set 
u =wq. (2.21) 
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Then 
u2 zzz t 24: qc + d) f-J qc - d), 
[u&+ 41 = IU,W - @I = u>, 
21 E IV,(H), 21: t, = 12,(-l) 12,(-l) t) /2,(-l) Q-1) /q--l) = t,t 
u centralizes ‘I = A,( - 1)t and 
[u, 2I-j = (1) = [U, L(b - cjj 
(since [L(ol,),L(a,)] = {1} and 0~~ = b - cj. (2.22) 
Set 
z = uy. (2.23) 
Then (2.22) and Lemma 2.10 yield 
Note that 
z2 = tt 2: L(a - b) f-t L(c + d), 
[x, L(ulL b)] = [z, L(c - d)] = (I), 
2 E ~GUT, z: tt, t,, 
z centralizes ~1, [z, %] C H and 
[.z,L(b - c)] = (1). (2.24) 
ifsEd, thenHnL(s) = H,. (2.25) 
Also Cff,, ws> C Arcs(H) n L(s) C N,(,,(H n L(s)) = N,(,,(H,) = (H, 7 c+)t 
so that 
ifs E A, then IV,(H) n L(s) = (H,? , CO,). (2.26) 
Since [u, H2] = (1) and y E IV,(H) n N,(L(b - c)) (where CX, = b - cj, 
we conclude that y normalizes Hz so 
We have 
[u, HJ = [z, H.J = (1). (2.27) 
(2.28) 
and 
u = wA E N$(H) - C,(D). (2.29) 
Set 
Nl = Ndff) and IV, = N,=,(H). (2.30) 
Then, since 5 E Spin@, K) and $ z Spin(9, K), we have 
N,/H is isomorphic to the Weyl group of a root system of type 
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(DJ and 1 N,/H 1 = 26 . 3 (cf., [l, p. 257 (X)]), and N,/H is 
isomorphic to the Weyl group of a root system of type (B4) and 
( N,/H [ = 2’ . 3 (cf., [I, p. 253 (X)]). (2.31) 
Also 
NI is a normal subgroup of NZ of index 2 and N2 = (Nr , u>. 
Clearly Corollary 2.8.2 yields 
D Q No(H), 
whence 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
C,(D) n N,(H) = N,ti (I N,(H). (2.34) 
But (u, x) C N,(H) n No(N,) and (~1, Z) is transitive on D*, so that 
N,(H) = (N2, 9fu, u, z). (2.35) 
Since 921 also normalizes Nr , we have 
Nl Q N&O (2.36) 
LEMMA 2.11. (zu)” E (v> and zu acts transitively on D*. 
Proof. Clearly <z, U> _C N,(H) n C,(v) n N,(D) and xu acts transitively 
on LP, so that (a~)” E C,(D). Thus /x, u) normalizes 
C,(v) = L(a + b) L(a - 6) L(c + d)L(c - d)<hB(fc)>, 
where Hz = (&,(K)) and h,(K)’ Eli(a + b)L(a - b)L(c + d)L(c - d) = 
Oe(CB(v)). Hence (z, u> normalizes 
02(Cg(v)) = L(u + b)L(a - b)L(c + d)L(c - d). 
Then the argument on the first half of [13, p. 5011 together with (2.22) and 
(2.24) yield (2~)” E C,(02(C8(v))). Then (2.17) and (2.27) imply that 
(xu)” E Co(C,(v)). But C,(D, v) = C,(o)‘%, C%(v) is normal and of odd 
index in C,(D, ZI), Z(C,(v)) = (D, v) and O(C,(D, v)) = (1). A standard 
argument implies that CG(C8(a)) = (D, v>. Hence (2~)” E (D, a). Since zu 
centralizes a and zu is transitive on D+, we have (a~)” E (v> and we are done. 
Set 
N3 = (H, .z, u). (2.37) 
Since (~2, 9, v> _C H, (zu)” E H, [u, 2JJ = (1) and [z, oJc1 C H, we have 
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LEMMA 2.12. (i) iV,/H g Z; ; 
(ii) C,(t) n N3 = H(u); 
(iii) C,(D) n iV3 = H; and 
(iv) ?i[ nor?nalixes N3 and acts trivially on NJH. 
Set 
N = N,N, . 
Then 
(2.38) 
LEMMA 2.13. (i) Na NG(H) = N?l and N n ,2I = (1); 
(ii) LVI n N3 = H; 
(iii) lV/H is a split extension of NJH by &i/H; and 
(iv) C,(D) = NI and C,(t) = N, . 
Proof. Since H C Nl n N, = Nl n C,(D) n IV2 = ATI n H = H, we 
have (ii) and (iii). Also ‘$1 normalizes N, IL;;(H) = (N, ?I:; and N n CL1 = 
N n C,(t) n ‘21 = (N,(u)) n \LI C $3 n \zc = (1) so that (i) holds. Clearly 
C,(D) = :\jlCNg(D) = N,H = N, and CN(t) = NICN,(t) = N,H(a) = NL 
so that (iv) also holds. 
Set 
LT = hi/H. (2.39) 
(ii) - - ZC: wQ t-) w,+~ and Z: C$ H &+a ; 
(iii) the elements of (WI , W% , G3 , cS,+~ , 17, Z, WIG, , c&c&+~ , Q&.+~ , 
G&ii, W& C&Z, W~Z) have order 2 ill R, the elements o~(w,G, , o,c~, , w&I~+~ , ii..) 
have order 3 in IT and c~)~E has order 4 in m. 
(iv) .LL is isomorphic to the WeyZgroup of a root system of type (Fd). 
(v) [W, , (z?, %)I = {l>, [ci& ) q = 1, .%zZG, = w,FZ and %!E? = @5Z~ 
Proof. Since 21: L(c - d) * L(c + d) and 2;: L(a - b) t) L(c + d), (2.26) 
yields (ii). Then (i) follows immediately. Applying (1.20) and (2.21), the 
orders of a11 elements in xZ are determined. Moreover, z has order 2 and 
,F f ZT by (2.24). Thus in has order 3 by Lemma 2.11. Note that 
y normalizes H and N a N,(H). 
Also W+Z = C+ZIY = (uJ~“u)” where (w,H)g-’ = w,H by (2.26) since y 
normalizes L(a,). Thus W~.Z has order 2 and similarly G,Z has order 2. This 
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proves (iii). We have / m 1 = j mr j / ma 1 = 2732 (since / x.a 1 = 6 and - 
( Nl 1 = 263 by (2.31)), N = (62 , wa , zc, z) and these involutions ~a , cij, , 
- - 
u, z satisfy (iii). On the other hand, the Weyl group of a root system of type 
(F4) also has order 2732, is generated by 4 involutions satisfying relations 
[6, (2.2)] and (with these involutions) forms a Coveter system in the sense of 
[I, Chapter 4, Definition 31. Now (iv) is immediate. 
We conclude this section with the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.15. There exists an element w. E Nl - H such that 
(i) @in = 1; 
(ii) Z(N) = Z(NJ = Z(mz) = (,a,); and 
(iii) X(S)~~ = x(--s) for all s E A. 
PYOO~. Applying (2.31) and [l, p. 257 (X) and p. 253 (X)], there exists 
an element w,, E N1 - H satisfying (i) and (iii) and such that (%$,o> = Z(N1) = 
Z(N2). But the structure of N forces Z(w) to be in Er and, since N1 4 N, 
(ii) holds. 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF C,Ja) 
In this section, we determine the structure of C,(v). 
Set 
Clearly 
f = C&(a + b)). 
(.z,L(a-b) x RjCy. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) 2 G Sp(6, K) and Z(y) = (vi; 
(ii) Cg(t) = L(a - b) x R; and 
(iii) f = @(a - b), R, z). 
Proof. Since <vi = Z(L(a + b)) C Z(j), we have 
Cs(t) = Cc(t, v) n C&a + b)) = L(a - b) x R 
by (2.14); thus (ii) holds. Let $r be any subgroup of y containing 
(L(a - b), R, x) and set f; = jr/(v). Since CR,(t) = C$(t), we have 
W’yJt>> = Ul-. Al so < z, u, Dj _C yr and (x, u) acts transitively on Df. 
Now the argument used to prove Corollary 2.6.1 yields O($,) = {I); 
whence O(x) = (1). Since t + vt in G, we have 
-___ 
C>l(t) = CR,(~) = L(a - b) * I? 
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and f: t -+ ZI f t. Then [13, Theorem] implies that 2; s PSp(6, K). Since 
cu> C (L(a - b)R)’ C jr’, we have gI’ = $$. But Sp(6, K) is the unique 
covering group of PSp(6, K) so that fI z Sp(6, K). Now (i) and (iii) are 
immediate. 
From [14, (IA)], we have 
$ has 3 conjugacy classes of involutions represented by v, t, vt. 
Clearly 
and 
and 
r+ + 4, $1 = :1>, 
2 nL(a + b) = (v> = Z(g) = Z(L(u f bjj 
L(af@$=L(a+b);r~. 
Note also that 
Hz = (h,(K)) is normalized by % and 
h2(K)2 = h2(K2) &(a f b)qa - b) Ii c&? + bjf. 
Since % is of odd order and H2 is cyclic of order q - 1, we have 
[?I, O,(H,)l = :I). 
Also 
L(a + 6) f-H = L(a f b) #H, . 
LEMMA 3.2. (i) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8j 
-N,(L(a + 6)) = L(u + 6) 9m,2I and (L(a + 6) fHJ n *U: = (I); 
(ii) L(a + b)Y -4 NG(W + 4); 
(iii) O*‘(N,(L(a + b))) = L(a + b) fH2 ; 
(iv) O”(N,(L(a + b))) = L(u + b) 3’3 is of index 2 in NG(L(a + b)); 
(v) Ai;;(L(a + b)) n C,(t) = C,(V, t) = C,(V)%; and 
(vi) IVo(L(a + 6)) C Co(v). 
Proof. Clearly f 4 N,(L(a + b)) and v +J t ,+J vt in G. Then, the 
Frattini argument and (3.3) yield N,(L(a + 6)) = f(NG(L(a + 6)) n CG(t)). 
On the other hand, N,(L(a + b)) _C Cc(v) since (v) charL(a + b), so that 
K4Lta + 6)) n C&> C Cd4 n GW 
= L(a + b) L(a - b) R(LIH, _C N&n + b)). 
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Thus (v) holds and N,(L(a + b)) = L(u + b) ~Ha%. Moreover, 
(L(u + 6) &If,) n % = (L(u + 6) $H,) n C,(t) n rU: 
= (L(u + 6) C3(t) H,) n 2X C fi n 2l = (1) 
so that (i), (ii) and (vi) hold. Also 
Jqa -1 6) 2-s = + + 6) $02(Q) a N&w + b)), 
L(a + b) 3% Q No(L(a + 6)) and 1 IV,&(a + h)) : L(u + b) f*! / = 2. On 
the other hand (L(u + b), /, 91) _C 02(NG(L(u + b))) and 
<-qa + 61% O,(H2), $> c O”‘(N&(a + @I) 
since O,(H,) acts as a “diagonal outer automorphism” on L(a + 6) even 
when 4 = 3. Thus (iii) and (iv) hold, and we are done. 
Since C~(ZI, t) = C,(et, vt), (3.3) implies 
if g is an mvolution of 3 and g # ZJ, then 
c&) n G(V) = G(g) n %W + 6)). (3.9) 
Since L(u + b) has exactly one conjugacy class of elements x such that 
x2 == v and similarly for y by [14, (lA)], we have 
All involutions ofL(u + 6) * & - $ are conjugate inL(a + 6)j 
and are of form h = h,X, where h, EL(U + b), ha E $ and 
x,2 = A,” = 21. (3.10) 
Let 
and 
x = &A, where 4 EW + 4, 
&~L(a+b) x RLynSj, 
A,2 = A22 = v. 
(3.11) 
LEMMA 3.3. (i) v + t + h in G; and 
(ii) X + vt in C,(v). 
Proof. Let R denote a quadratic extension field of K and view 
$j = Spin(9, K) as a subgroup of 5 = Spin(9, K) as in (1.21). Since 
4” = 1 (mod 4), there exists an element E in EX such that t2 = -1. Note -- 
that [L(r),L(s)] = (1) and L(Y) _C C5(v) for all 
r,s~ju+b,u-b,c+d,c-d} with Y + s. 
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Also A, - Wa+b in ,!,(a + b) so that we may assume X, = w,+;, . Similarly by 
[14, (lA)], we may assume that A, = OJ,-+O~+~W,-~. Then X = h,X, - 
ha+&) L&j hetd(f) LG) = m in L(a + b) -J4a - Q L(c + 4 UC - 4 C 
C,(a). But az = h,(- 1) IQ- 1)t in R so that h - hl(- 1) lz,(- 1)~ and 
Av - h,( - 1) hZ( - 1) tv = ha(- 1) in C,(v). Since h,(- 1) h,(- l)t - v - 
h&l) in !+j, it follows that X - v - Xo in Js. Hence (i) holds. If h N at in 
C,(v), then h.v - t in C,(v). Since ;\a - z1 in $, (ii) also holds. 
LEMMA 3.4. C,(v) = iV,(L(u + b)). 
Proof. We already know that N,(L(a + b)) C C,(v) by Lemma 3.3. 
We shall now apply the clever argument used to prove [9, (3.3)]. 
First, we claim that no involution of N&a + 6)) - & is conjugate in 
C,(v) to an involution of f. For, assume that x E N,(L(a - 15)) - $ and 
Xg = t for some g E C,(v). Since t is a central involution in N&(n + b)) 
by Lemma 2.9 (using C,(v) c N,(L(n + b))), the conjugacy class of t in 
1V&(n + b)) contains an odd number of involutions. Thus x centralizes some 
involution, say i, with i - t in N,(L(u + b)). Similarly x centralizes some 
involution j with j N vt in N&(a + b)). Then ig,jg E C,(t) n C,(v) = 
1V,(L(u + b)) n C,(v). Also i + j in G so that (ij} contains an involution K. 
By Lemma 3.2(iv) and the fact that O”‘(L(a + b) ,$@I) CL(a + b)fr at 
least one of ig, jg, Kg, say P, lies in L(a + b)y. Moreover, i, j E $ since 
t, vt E fl 4 IV&u + b)) and hence h E f. Then Lemma 3.3 and (3.3) 
imply that hg E 9. But I@ - h in Co(v) so that (3.3) implies that there 
exists an element g’ E $ such that h 89’ = lz. But then gg’ E C,(h) n C,(v) L 
IV,(L(U + b)) so that g E N,(L(a + b)). Since t E 2 4 Nc(L(a f b)) while 
x E N,(L(a + b)) - $, we have a contradiction. Similarly x + rt in Co@), 
and our claim is proved. 
Now let c E C,(v). Since t and (vt)” = vtC are not conjugate in G, <t(vt)“) 
contains an involution 7 such that t, (vt)” E C,(Tj and either t?- - t or 
tr - vt in C,(v) by [14, (21)]. Since 7 E C,(v, t) -7 N,(L(u + b)) n C,(t), 
the claim above forces tT to lie in f. Hence +r E 9 and (vt)” E C&, v) 2 
iV,(L(u + b)). Since at E f, the claim above forces (vt)” to lie in 6. Hence, 
as above, there is an element C’ E $ such that (vt)““’ = gt and, as above, 
c E ni;;(L(a + b)). Then C,(v) C N,(L(u f b)) and the proof is complete. 
4. THE (BN)-PAIR 
In this section we construct a (B, N)-pair of type F,(K) and apply the proof 
of [3, Theorem C] to show that G has a subgroup G, isomorphic to F,(K). 
A standard argument then forces G to satisfy condition (ii) of the theorem. 
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Let 
91 =x(u+6)X(a+c)J(u+d)X(6+c)X(6+d)X(c+d)X(u-6) 
. X(u - c) X(u - d) X(6 - c) X(6 - d) X(c - d), (4.1) 
9 = PIX(U) X(6) X(c) X(d), (4.2) 
22 = X(u + 6) X(u + c) X(a + d) X(u - c) X(u - d) X(6 + c) X(6 - c) 
- X(6 + d) X(6 - d) X(a) X(b), (4.3) 
and 
2, = 2 n 9’. (4.4) 
Then we have 
8, is a Sylow p-subgroup of 5 = C~(tr), 
I 81 I = P12 and Ns(Pr) = PrH, 
9’ is a Sylow p-subgroup of 5, 1 B [ = q16 
and N&(B) = PH and $j = YN2.P, 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Z(P,) = Z(P) = X(u + b), (4.7) 
&? is a normal subgroup of 9 and 1 9 / = qll, (4.8) 
L& = X(u + 6) X(u + c) X(u + d) X(u - c) X(a - d) X(6 + c) 
. X(6 - c) X(6 -t d) X(6 - d), (4.9) 
and 9, is an elementary abelian normal subgroup of PI with / 9,I = qg, and 
Let 
H2l normalizes P, 9r , Z? and Z?r . (4.10) 
Clearly 
and 
Let 
M = O(C,(X(u + 6))). (4.11) 
Ma Nc(W + 4) and X(aI-b)_CM, (4.12) 
$ _C C,(X(u + 6)) and H2l normalizes M. (4.13) 
Qr and Q2 be Sylow 2-subgroups of L(u - 6) and L(c - d) 
respectively. (4.14) 
Then Qr and Q2 are isomorphic generalized quaternion 2-groups, 
Z(Q1) = (vt> and Z(Qs) = (hs(-1)). Set 
Qs = Qz”. (4.15) 
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Thus Qs is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L(c + d), Z[QJ = (h,(---l)t) and 
a: Q, c-, Q3 . ,41so 
(Q!? , Q3 , u) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of R and Z(c:Qs , Qs , 2~)) = (c>. 
Set 
T -_ i.Q, ) Qz ) Q, ) 21). 
Then 
(4xj 
(4.17) 
I’ ‘- Q1 x <Q, , Q3 , u> is a Sylmv I&subgroup (4.18) 
of both L(a - b) x R and 6, and 
Z(T) := Z(QJ x Z((cQ2 ) Q, ) 24)) = (21) x -:t). 
LEMMA 4.1. (i) I\i,(X(a + b)) n C,(t) = N5(X(a + b))% nokere 
N&Q $- b)) = f(L(a - b) x R)H and c?? n (&(a - b) x R)N) = 
(ii) % -G N&(a + b)) n C,(f); 
(iii) C,(X(u + b)) A C,(t) = 2(L(a - b) x R); and 
(iv) I’ is a Syh 2-subgroup of C,(X(a + b)). 
(ij 
Proof. Since Z(Y) = X(a -k b), we have .PH = X5(P) C: X&Z(a -/- b)). 
Thus N&E(a -i- b)) contains the Bore1 subgroup .YH of 8 and hence 
N@(a + b)) = 9H<w, , w3 , u>P by [12, ?!heor&ne 21. Then, it readily 
follows that N,(X(a -+ r>)) = 9(L(a - bj x R)N and (i) holds. Mso 
2 = O,(N,,(X(a + b))) and N,jX(a + bjj 9 N&a + b)) n C,(t) so that 
(ii) holds. Since C,(X(a + bj) == HI x IS3 x Ha _CL(n - b) x R i’ 2 L 
Co(S(a + b)), an easy cakulation yields (iii). Finally, T is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of C&E@ + b)) n C,(t), Z(T) = \<a, r> and c&(t) n Z(T) == (t}, whence 
(iv) also holds. 
Since D = (t, t& normalizes 9, 
DCHf-iR and 2 n ((L(a - b) x R)H) = (l)? 
it follows that 
X5(3+ -+ b)) n C,(D) = N&(u + b)) = C&l@@ - b) x C,(D))H.; 
Since C,(D) = ~9~ and C,(D) = L(c - d) x L(c + d), we have: 
LEMMA 4.2. (i) N,(X(n + b)) n C,(D) = N&X(u + b))% w/me 
Ns(X(a + 6)) = $#(a - b) x L(c - d) x L(c +- d))H; 
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(ii) 2, 4 No(X(a + 6)) n C,(D); and 
(iii) C,(X(a + b)) n C,(D) = Z?,(L(a - b) X L(c - d) X L(c + d)). 
Next we prove: 
LEMMA 4.3. (i) C,(X(a + b)) = iW$ zuitlz .M f~ 2 = (I}; 
(ii) MYH 4 N&(a + b)) = M$H% and (MjH) n 2l = (1); 
(iii) C,,(v) = X(a + b) andN,(X(a + b)) n C,(v) = X(a + b) /Hill; 
(iv) CM(t) = 9; and 
(4 C&r(W = 2, * 
Proof. Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 imply that N&E(a + 6)) n C,(v) = 
X(a + b) $H% with 
X(a + b) $H _a N&X(a + b)) n C,(v) and (X(a + b) $H) n % = (1). 
Then C,(X(a + b)) n C,(n) = X(a + 6)$ since C&(a + b)) _C $. Setting 
L = C,(X(a + b)) and z = L/M, we have C,-(u) = C,(v) = /s 2 E 
Sp(6, K) (since X(a + b) C M). Also 
Z-(j) = (5) and Tr T=gl x ;~2,&ii) 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of E. But Z@r) = (z) and Z(& , &, u>) =(t>, 
thus [2, Corollary 4.31 implies that G-E Z(E). Thus 
and 
C,(X(a + b)) = M(C,(X(u + 6)) n C,(V)) = iW# 
N&U + 6)) = M(AJ,(X(a + b)) n C&J)). 
Since O($) = (11, we have M n fl = (1). Also C,(X(a + b)) n C,(o) = 
C,,(v)$ = X(u + b),,@ and X(a + b) C Cici(~), so that C,,(a) = X(a + b). 
Then 
(M~H) n a = (Mjvf) n C,(v) n 21 = (C&J) $H) n 21 
= (X(U + b) flH> n ‘u = (I} 
by Lemma 3.2(i). We have proved (i), (ii) and (iii). Since ZI inverts 2/f(a + 6) 
and Z(z) = Z($) = (e)), we have J& C 2 C M. Also 
L(a - 6) x L(c - d) x L(c + d) _CL(a - b) x R _C f and j n M = (1); 
so that Lemma 4.l(iii) and Lemma 4.2(iii) imply (iv) and (v), and we are 
done. 
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We have 
24: X(a + 6) t+ X(u - d), 
lx X(6 + d) cf X(6 - d), (4.19) 
24: X(c + d) t) 3(c - d), 
and u normalizes X(a + b), X(a - b), X(a + c), X(a - c), X(b + c), X(b - c)? 
X(a), X(b) and X(c). 
Since z = uY with y as in Lemma 2.10, we also have 
x: X(u - d) t+ X(6 + c), 
z: X(u - c) t) X(6 f d), (4.20) 
x: X(u - 6) f-) S(c + d), 
and z normalizes X(a + b), X(c - d), X(Q + c), J(b - d), X(a + d) and 
X(6 - c). 
Thus 
(u, z) normalizes 2, and PI . 
We can now prove the following. 
(4.21 j 
LEMMA 4.4. (i) M = 9,X(a) X(b) X(np X(b)Z X(a)Z11 X(b)“*‘ and 
lAf[ =p; 
(ii) CIM(tl) = Z@(a)” X(b)” and CM(ttl) == 92,J(u)zu X(b)““; and 
(iii) JY& Q M. 
Proof. Clearly D = (t, tl) normalizes M and 
(*) L& 4 CM(t) = i21X(u) X(bj. 
Also <x, U) c f C C,(X(u + b)) so that (a, u) also normalizes M. Con- 
jugating (c) by z and zu yields (ii), & Q ChI(tl) and & 4 Chl(ttl)~ Then a 
lemma of R. Brauer (cf., [13, top of p. 5101) yields (i) and (iii). 
Since (x, u> normalizes H?I and H% normalizes X(s) for any s E B, we have 
H?I normalizes X(rj* for 
Let 
1’ E {a, 6, c, d} and 6 E (x, m}. (4.22) 
92 = x(a - 6) x(c + d) X(c - d) X(c) X(d) X(c), X(d)Z X(C)“~ X(d)““. (4.23) 
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LEMMA 4.5. (i) g;z is a Sylow p-subgroup of # normalized by H and 
I @z I = 47 
(ii) Csl,(t) = W(a - b) S(c + d) X(c - d) X(c) T(d), 
c~,(t,) = X(a - 6) Z(c + d) X(c - d) X(c), X(d)“, 
C9,(ttl) = X(a - b) X(c + d) X(c - d) X(c)zu X(d)““, and 
Cge(D) = X(a - b) 3(c + d) ZE(c - d). 
Proof. First observe that C,(X(a - b) X(c - d) S(c + d)) n C$(t) = 
3E(a - b) Z(c - d) S(c + d) X(c)(v, t, t,), that (2, U} normalizes x(a - b) 
X(c - d) X(c + d) and that (x, u) acts transitively on ccZ$(t) n (v, t, tl) = 
D+. Applying the proof of [13, Lemma 2.11, we conclude that 
8 = X(a - b) X(c - d) X(c + d) J(c) x(c)” x(c)“” 
is the normal 2-complement of order q6 of Cx(x(a - b) K(c - d) E(c + d)). 
Then an argument similar to the proof of [13, Lemma 2.21 implies that Q 
is elementary abelian and is the normal 2-complement of 
Since 
C,(X(a - b) X(c - d) T(c + d) X(c)). 
Cg(X(u - b)) n C,(t) = X(a - 6) x (v) x R, Tl = (v} x (0, , Q3, u) 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of this group with Z(T,) = (q t). Thus t is strongly 
closed in Z(T,) and hence Tl is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(X(a - b)). Then 
[2, Theorem 4.21 implies that C,(3Z(a - b)) = X((v> x R) where 
X = O(C&X(a - 6))). Clearly Cx(t) = 3E(a - b) so t inverts X/X(a - b). 
As in the proof of [13, Lemma 2.41, we have C,(t,) = X(a - b) X(c>, x(d)” 
and Cx(ttl) = X(a - b) X(c)“” X(d)““. Again, by Brauer’s lemma, we have 
X = X(a - b) X(c)” X(d)” X(c)“, X(d)ZU. 
Since C,(X(a - b)) = (v> x (XR), w h ere XR = RX and X n R = (l}, 
and since x(c + d) X(c - d) K(c) X(d) is a Sylow p-subgroup of R, (i) 
follows. Since D normalizes R and X, (ii) follows also. 
Set 
u = ivy,. (4.24) 
LEMMA 4.6. (i) U is a Sylow p-subgroup of C&a + b)) which is 
normalized by H’% and 1 U 1 = qz4; 
(ii) C,(A) = C,(A) CPz(a) fey all subgroups .A C H’2I; 
(iii) C,(U) = (1). 
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Proof. We already know (i) and (ii). Since B C U and C,(P) = <t> 
(as can be seen in g), we have C,(U) C (t). But t does not centralize U, so 
that (iii) also holds. 
set 
Clearly 
B = UH. (4.25) 
U 4 B, U is a normal Sylow p-subgroup of B and H is a Hall 
p’-subgroup of B. (4.24) 
LEhlMA 4.7. B n N = H Q N. 
Proof. Clearly Hc B n N and [U n N, H] C [U, H] n [N, H] C 
UnH={l). Thus UnN_CUnCx(H)~UnjjnCG(H) by Lemma 
2.13. But C5(H) = H and hence U n NC U n H = El}. Then B n N = 
(U n N)H = H, and we are done. 
Let 
q, be as in Lemma 2.15 (4.27) 
and set 
p’ = po. (4.28) 
Since q,s E H, we have 
w. : u t) I’. (4.29) 
LEMlw.4 4.8. u n v = { 1). 
Proof. Set X = U n V and observe that H normalizes X. Also q, E NI = 
C,(D) so that Cx(t) = (C,(t)) n (CU(t))wO = B n s?@o = (1) in & by 
Lemma 2. IS(iii) and [l 1, Corollary 3 of Lemma 181. Since C,(t,) = gz 
and [wa , .z] E H, we have Cx(t,) = 8” n 9zeo = (.@ r~ @Q), = (1) and 
similarly Cx(tt,) = (1). But X = (C,(T) 1 7 E D+> and the lemma follows. 
Set 
@f = (X(s), X(r)” / s E 4+, 1’ E (a, b, c, d) and x E (x, z?d)> (4.30) 
and 
f- = (x(s), E(r)” j s E 4-, Y E (-a, 4, -c, -4) and x E (z, ZU)]. (4.31) 
Clearly 
Set 
u = <42) and v = <Y-y>. (4.32) 
+Y=fi%UV” and Y = {w2, WQ , u, 2x5. (4.33) 
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LEMMA 4.9. (i) N, acting by conjugation, permutes the elements of CV 
and H Jixes each element of CV. Thus we may viezu m = N/H as permuting 
the elements of @; 
w w2 : X(b - c) t> X(c - b), w3 : X(c - d) t+ X(d - c), 
u : X(d) t) X(-d) and x : J(d)“” t) X(-d)““; 
(iii) % 3 w3 , IL, z each send exactly one element of %! into an element of Yf 
(these are given in (ii)). 
Proof. Clearly H fixes each element of ?I so that, by Lemma 2.14(i), it 
suffices to examine the action of the elements of Y on ?!Y. By (1.9) we know 
that ws, wa and u = wq permute the elements of (X(s) j s E O> with the 
action given by (1.9). Since [oa , u] and [wa , X] lie in H (Lemma 2.14(iii)), 
we have X(rp = (X(r)w~>” for all r E {a, b, c, d) and x E {z, au} and the 
statements made about wa hold. Similarly using Lemma 2.14(v), one checks 
that the statements about wa , u and x also hold and we are done. 
Since U=O,(B)and UWnV#{l}=UnVforw~Y,wehave 
COROLLARY 4.9.1. wBw # B for all w E Y. 
LEMMA 4.10. (i) T(b - C)~Z _C B u Bw,X(b - c); 
(ii) X(c - d)wa C B u BUJ&(C - d); 
(iii) X(d)” C B u B&E(d); and 
(iv) X(d)“uz _C B u B&(d)ZU. 
Proof. SinceL(b - c) = X(b - c) HZ U X(b - c) I%,w,X(b - c), (i) holds. 
A similar argument using L(c - d) and L(d) yields (ii) and (iii). Finally 
X(d)““” = X(--d)“l by Lemma 4.9(ii) and 
X(-d) CL(d) = X(d) H4 u X(d) H&(d). 
Thus 
X(d)““” = X(-d)“” C S(d)“” Hl” u X(d)“” H,“%““X(d)““. 
Since ZP E uzzmuH = zH = Hz, (iv) follows. 
LEMMA 4.11. If w E N and w E 9, then wBw _C BwB u BwwB. 
Proof. Since U = MY, with &I n B, = (11, every element of U has a 
unique expression as a product of an element of M and an element of B, . 
But Lemma 4.4(i) and Lemma 4.5(i) imply that every element of U = MY, 
has a unique expression as a product of elements from each subgroup of @ 
in the order prescribed by: U = MPs , (4.23) and Lemma 4.4(i). Calling 
this unique expression the “standard form” of an element of U, the analog 
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of [13, Lemma 3.41 holds. Then the proof of [13, Lemma 3.61 utilizing 
Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10 yields the result. 
Set 
Gl = BNB. (4.34) 
We conclude the proof of the theorem with: 
LEMMA 4.12. (i) GI is a mwmal simple subgroup oj G and GI s F&K); 
(ii) G = G,% where GI n 9l = (1); and 
(iii) G satisjies condition (ii) of the theorem. 
Proof. Applying [l, ThCorkme 1 of Chapter IV Section 21, Lemmas 2.14, 
4.7, 4.11 and Corollary 4.9.1, we conclude that (B, N) = BiVB = GI 
and that (B, N) is a Tits system for G. We claim that F(B) = U (the Fitting 
subgroup of B). For, U = O,(B) so that U cF(B). If U # F(B), then 
F(B) = U x X where (1) f X is a normal p’-subgroup of B. Since H is a 
Hall $-subgroup of B, X c H. Then X C C,(U) = (1) by Lemma 4.6(iii) 
which is a contradiction; hence F(B) = U. Next note that 8’ = p, $’ = 6, 
$j = PN$’ C GI and f = <Cy(t), z) C GI . Thus (5, #) G G,‘. But 
GI _C (5, z> and hence GI = G,’ = (5, 2). Since & = (9” j h E $$> and 
2 = (.PJ j j E $), we have GI = (Ug 1 g E GI>. Also nneg Nh = (t) and 
tz # t, SO that nseC 1 Hg = (1). Setting Z = ngfCl Bg, we have O,(Z) 4 GI 
and O,(Z) _C U so that O,(Z) _C nocG, Ug = (1) by Lemma 4.8. Thus Z is a 
p’-group. Then Z_C H; whence Z_C ngfc, Hg = (1) and Z = (1). Applying 
[l, ThCorkme 5 of Chapter IV, Section 71, we conclude that GI is simple. 
Moreover, setting X = (JneN Bn, we have H C X and O,(X) = (1) by 
Lemma 4.8. This forces X = H = B n N, so that (B, N) is saturated. 
Observing that we are in case (a) of [3, (1 lE)] by Lemma 4,9(iii), the proof 
of [3, Theorem C] implies that GI g Fq(K).l 
On the other hand, ‘?I normalizes B and N and hence % normalizes GI ~ 
Also 
so that GI n 2I = {l}. Since <5, $, %) L G,QI, we have (C,(t), C,(vjj c 
G,Zl by Lemmas 2.3(ii), 3.2(i) and 3.4. Also GI z F&K) so that GI and hence 
G,% has two conjugacy classes of involution which must be represented 
by t and v. By Lemma 2.8, if S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of sj, then S is a 
1 Note added in proof: Alternatively, (i) easily follows from the main result of 
.T. TITS, Buildings and (B, N)-pairs of spherical type, unpublished. 
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Sylow 2-subgroup of G and NG(S) _C Cc;(t) C GI . Since G has two conjugacy 
classes of involutions, [4, Theorem 9.2.11 implies that G,‘% contains the set, 
9(G), of all involutions of G. But then (4(G)) _C GI , whence Go = (Y(G)) 
since GI is simple. This implies that GI 4 G and G = GICG(t) = G&VI = 
G’,‘% by the Frattini argument and hence both (i) and (ii) hold. Finally 
1 G/G, [ = 1 ‘$I j = p and O(G) = (1) by C orollary 2.6.1, so that the results 
of [ll, Section lo] force G to satisfy condition (ii) of the theorem. 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
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